FIRST GERMAN IMMIGRATION AUTHORITY WITH A CERTIFICATE FOR A QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SINCE 20.12.2006

Address:
Ordnungsamt
Ausländerbehörde
Kleyerstraße 86
60326 Frankfurt am Main

RMV public transport stop:
Tram Lines 11 and 21: Rebstöcker Straße
Bus line 52: Ordnungsamt
S-Bahn: Galluswarte

Office hours:
Mon. 08.00 - 13.00 Uhr
Wed. 07.30 - 15.00 Uhr
Thurs. 13.00 - 18.00 Uhr
Fri. 07.30 - 12.00 Uhr

By appointment only:
Mon. 13.00 - 18.00 Uhr
Thurs. 08.00 - 13.00 Uhr

Accessibility by phone:
Phone: (069) 212 - 4 24 85
Fax: (069) 212 - 4 22 16

Internet:
http://www.ordnungsamt.frankfurt.de

E-Mail:
auslaenderbehoerde-studium@stadt-frankfurt.de

Version: October 2016
A residence permit can in principle be extended for up to two years, provided that sufficient means of livelihood and health insurance are secured for this additional period, and an appropriate, officially accepted course of study is to be undertaken.

An appropriate course of study is generally officially accepted provided that it does not exceed more than three additional semesters of the current course of studies.

The minimum livelihood and health insurance required in the context of residence permits for studies is calculated according to § 13 BAFöG and § 13a BAFöG (the most recent, valid version).

These requirements can be met in particular by presenting proof of the parents’ income and assets, or by submitting an obligation according to § 68 Residence Law, or by paying a guarantee to a bank within the relevant German State.

- Biometric passport photo
- Valid passport
- Application for a residence permit (fully filled out and signed)
- Enrolment receipt from the relevant university
- Proof of secured livelihood
- Sufficient health insurance (travel insurance does not count as sufficient)

Fees:

According to § 45 No. 2 b of the Aufenthaltsverordnung, the fee for extending a residence permit for an additional stay of more than three months is:

€ 80.00